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+ more time writing 
+ more time to find other topics 
+ more research output

How can I make this stage more efficient?



Workshop

1.Search
2.Read

3.Organize
4.Translate





kronk.spb.ru/library.htm

1.1. Which search engines should I be bookmarking?



www.forms.gle/DTRA7avy4Hh8YjVv9

Or www.qrcodescan.in

Or 

http://www.forms.gle/DTRA7avy4Hh8YjVv9
http://www.qrcodescan.in/


1. Use AND to combine keywords 

2. Use truncation (an asterisk) and wildcards (usually a question mark 
or exclamation point)
1. child* and education

2. globali?ation and analysis

3. Use different keywords + (OR)
1. (teen* or adolescen*) and (girl* or female) 

4. Talk to a librarian

1.2. How to search for the right article?



1. Start with the most recent articles
2. Look at bibliographies
3. Count citations

1.3. Note the relevance of the source





2.1. Where to start? 





1. What is the author’s 
main question?

2. What are the methods 
employed to answer 
that question?

3. What are the results?

5 minute exercise
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- Ask specific questions, be critical, and 
TAKE NOTES

1. What is the research aiming to 
investigate/prove/establish/describe or interpret?

2. What is the main argument?

3. What evidence is used to support the main 
argument? Is it convincing?

4. Are the findings unusual or do they support other 
research in the field? How is the author’s 
understanding different or unique?

5. What are the implications of the results/arguments?

6. What research could be carried out to answer any 
further questions?

7. What is the sample size? When does the author use 
the word “significant”?

2.2. How to read more effectively? 



- Organize and declutter your desktop



- Systematize notetaking







- Computer folders by theme/keyword
- Author (Date) Title

- Back-up system

- Reference Management App

3.1. How to organize your digital library
















